Unlike the traditional static storage concept, mobilized storage systems require just one moving aisle that opens and closes only where and when needed to provide full accessibility to all materials for quick, safe retrieval.

ActivRAC® Mobile Storage Systems - simple to install, easily handles materials of different sizes and weights, and delivers a prompt payback.

It’s a simple solution inherently designed to maximize your space. ActivRAC® Systems can help lower your production costs, improve your productivity and output, and better control and organize your raw materials, work-in-process, finished goods and essential support materials.

Our ActivRAC 7, 16 and 30 Mobilized Storage Systems offer three solutions featuring different load capacities to fit different storage needs. Materials are always readily accessible. Our electric powered systems feature multiple synchronized motors in each carriage and an available power override unit for accessing materials even in the event of a system or power failure.

Gain more value-generating floor and workspace under the same roof simply by placing your existing industrial shelving or pallet racking on our industrial-grade carriages and rails.
### Wasting space.
With its multiple space-consuming aisles, conventional static racking wastes a significant amount of space you could be using for storage.

### Increasing storage.
With ActivRAC® Mobilized Storage Systems, one moving aisle replaces multiple dedicated aisles, creating up to 100% more space for more racking or shelving units, in the same footprint.

### Limiting profits.
Static racking takes up valuable floor space that could be devoted to a production line or other value add activities instead of storage.

### Increasing revenue.
By eliminating the need for multiple aisles, ActivRAC Systems can free up as much as 50% of your existing storage space for revenue-generating activities without expanding into new space.

### Wasting time.
When essential supply materials are poorly located or not consolidated, it means extra work for your employees and an inefficient use of their time.

### Organizing materials.
ActivRAC Systems allow you to strategically store and organize necessary supplies and materials close to your employees, so they can work more efficiently.
ADD SPACE. WITHOUT EXPANDING.

Double your storage capacity in the same footprint.

Whether you operate one lift truck or an entire fleet, ActivRAC® Mobilized Storage Systems offer you up to 100% more storage capacity in the same square footage.

They can be customized and reconfigured to meet today’s—and tomorrow’s—heaviest demands on your bottom line, such as increased SKUs or consolidated storage. With all faces accessible, they provide 100% access to stored materials, so they won’t slow down your picking rate.

Also available: an RF (radio frequency) remote. It enables you to open a clear, unoccupied aisle, eliminating the time lost waiting for an aisle to be opened.

And with the extra space and storage capacity you gain, you won’t need to build or lease additional space.

Even under mezzanines, ActivRAC® Systems can solve storage challenges. Its innovative carriage systems “mobilize” your materials — while allowing complete access and productive logistic solutions.

From heavy pallets to small parts and packages, Spacesaver has a solution to maximize the density of your usable storage space with surface- or recessed-rail options to fit your environment.
- 30,000-Pound Capacity Per Rack Section
- Motorized, Electric Push-Button Operation
- Structural Footings and Leveled Rail
The best solutions are often right under your nose—or your roof.

A Spacesaver Mobilized Storage System frees up as much as 50% of the space of conventional static storage. So you can convert unprofitable aisles into profitable workspace—to expand production and boost output without breaking new ground.

Whether you want to add another product or production line, or establish an entirely new profit center, it’s easy when you upgrade to mobilized storage.
An ActivRAC System can be configured to your application with just one access aisle to accommodate existing fork trucks and pallet racks, to enhance your productivity and reduce driver damage. A fast aisle-opening cycle time helps you maintain or improve your throughput of puts and picks.

Installed on existing concrete slabs, our ActivRAC 16 Mobilized Storage System requires no costly structural footings or leveling. It’s designed to articulate over reasonably unlevel flooring, while providing smooth operation.

• 16,000-Pound Capacity Per Rack Section
• Unleveled, Surface Mount or Recessed Rail
• Safe, Efficient Programmable Controls
JUST WHAT YOU NEED.
RIGHT WHERE YOU NEED IT.

Store and organize essential materials at the point of use.

Eliminating unnecessary motion and keeping on hand only what is needed to complete a task are fundamental to efficient workplace organization—and greater productivity, quality and output.

With ActivRAC® Mobilized Storage Systems from Spacesaver, you can de-centralize low-turn and essential support materials—like packaging, service parts, product samples, tooling and fixtures, and maintenance support equipment and supplies—and locate them where they’re most needed. So you maximize both your space and your control over workflow efficiencies and throughput.

Increasing storage space for essential materials such as dies or tooling in zoned work areas boosts overall capacity and output.

Putting critical supplies right at your employees’ fingertips streamlines workflow and productivity.
- 7,000-Pound Capacity Per Rack Section
- Unleveled, Surface Mount or Recessed Rail
- Easy Mechanical-Assist Operation

WATCH FOR INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
CUT AISLES, NOT CORNERS.

Tap into our storehouse of expertise.

With more than 100,000 successful commercial and industrial storage installations, Spacesaver brings more than 30 years of innovative leadership to your storage needs.

You benefit from the collective experience of the industry’s most advanced team of application storage solution specialists, including a local, specialized team of factory-trained and certified installation and service professionals. Spacesaver handpicked its highly trained, industry-specific distributors and offers installation processes designed to be as quick and unobtrusive as you could hope for.

From the outset, Spacesaver storage solution specialists provide expert space assessments and ROI evaluations to design the optimal system—taking into account all of your operational goals and needs, including assisting you and your local experts in addressing fire protection, floor requirements and safety considerations.

For a qualified, professional assessment of your storage and operational needs, call 800.492.3434 or visit www.spacesaver.com.
STATIC RACKING CAN BE A GOOD STORAGE SOLUTION. IF YOU DON’T MIND WASTING 64% OF YOUR STORAGE SPACE.